Find Your Match
Character Cards

There are 14 characters who are looking for the love of their life. You’re one of them. Mingle, get to know the others and ﬁnd your
perfect match.

WILLIAM

DANIEL

THOMAS

ANDREW

LIAM

JAKE

JAMAL

29

35

51

42

39

22

33

Oxford, UK

Washington DC,
US

Cambridge, UK

Bristol, UK

New York City, US

Sydney, Australia

Ottawa, Canada

manager

journalist

teacher

lawyer

engineer

lifeguard

vet

cycling, hiking,
travelling

playing video
games, drawing,
reading comics

reading, sailing,
cooking

watching ﬁlms,
going out,
dancing

jogging, playing
the guitar, boxing

surﬁng, scuba
diving,
sightseeing

volunteering,
eating out, hiking

EMMA

REBECCA

AMY

SARAH

MADISON

MARISSA

KEIRA

27

30

51

35

42

22

28

Brighton, UK

Baltimore, US

Bedford, UK

Harlow, UK

York, US

Melbourne,
Australia

Toronto, Canada

teacher

writer

waitress

lawyer

secretary

marine biologist

model

cycling, jogging,
hiking

drawing comics,
playing board
games

cooking,
swimming,
writing

dancing, going
to the cinema

singing, doing
yoga, playing the
guitar

snorkelling,
sunbathing,
dancing

taking photos,
eating out,
baking

Once you’ve found your perfect match, introduce your partner to your group and let your partner introduce you. But pay attention to
your friends. Some might know your partner better than you do. They want the best for you, listen to them.

Extra information on the couples to be distributed before the introduction of the partners.

William & Emma: perfect match; William is caring and funny
William & Emma: perfect match; Emma is patient and calm
Daniel & Rebecca: not a perfect match; Rebecca is extremely jealous and really
self-centred.
Thomas & Amy: not a perfect match; Thomas cheats on girls, he’s not faithful and is a liar.
Andrew & Sarah: perfect match; Andrew is very polite and quite generous.
Liam & Madison: not a perfect match; Liam is a workaholic, he’s too hard-working and
arrogant.
Jake & Marissa: perfect match; Marissa is easy-going and reliable.
Jamal and Keira: not a perfect match; Keira is lazy and impatient

